South Cambs Community Safety Partnership Board Meeting

Minutes
Wednesday 3rd March 2021, 10.00-12.30
Location: Virtual via Microsoft Teams
Present:
Ryan Stacey (RS) - Area Commander Lincolnshire Fire and Rescue (CFRS) - Chairman
Stuart Smith - (SS) - Area Commander Cambridgeshire Fire and Rescue (CFRS)
Kathryn Hawkes (KH): Programme Manager, SCDC
Linda Gallagher (LG): Development Officer, SCDC (Minutes)
Cllr Anna Bradnam (AB): Elected Member, SCDC
Cllr Claire Daunton (CD): Elected Member, SCDC
Harriet Ludford (HL): Research Analyst, Cambridgeshire Research Group
Sgt Emma Hilson (EH): Sergeant, Cambridgeshire Constabulary
Mark Freeman (MF): Cambridge CVS
Alasdair Baker (ABa): Partnerships and Communities Officer, Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner
Cllr Lina Nieto (LN): Elected Member, Cambridgeshire County Council
Anita Howard: (AH): South Cambs Place Coordinator, Cambridgeshire Local, Cambs County Council
Lesley Beevers (LB): Service Manager (People, Protection & Planning), Environmental Health, SCDC
Vickie Crompton (VC): Manager, Cambs and Peterborough Domestic Abuse and Sexual Violence
Partnership
Clare Cook (CC): County Lines Pathfinder Lead, Cambs County Council
Fiona Edward (FE): Snr Probation Officer
Peter Campbell (PC): SCDC, Head of Housing
Joanne Maxwell (JM) Early Help District Manager South Cambs
Chief Inspector Paul Rogerson (PR): Cambridgeshire Constabulary
Insp Shane Fasey (SF): Cambridgeshire Constabulary
Cllr Heather Williams- Elected Member, SCDC
Apologies:
Claire Gilbey (CG): SCDC Housing Enforcement Team Leader
Charlotte Homent (CH): SCAMS- Cambridgeshire County Council
Matt Staton (MS): Road Safety Education Team Leader, Cambridgeshire County Council
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Welcome and Introductions – Ryan Stacey

2

Minutes of the last meeting- November 2020 – Ryan Stacey
The minutes were agreed and proposed by Cllr Anna Bradnam as a true record of the meeting.

3

Election of Chair – Ryan Stacey
Area Commander Stuart Smith from Cambridgeshire Fire & Rescue was nominated as Chair of
South Cambs CSP by Cllr Claire Daunton, following the relocation of Ryan Stacey to Lincolnshire
FRS. This was seconded by Cllr Anna Bradnam. There were no other nominations therefore Stuart
Smith was elected Chair.

4

Strategic assessment - Harriet Ludford. Cambridgeshire Research Group.
This Review is very different from past years due complications of Covid. Trend data is difficult to
analyse due to Covid changing crime patterns. Drug offences are up but inquisitive theft is down,
probably as a result of people being at home during lockdown.
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Existing priorities:
Priority 1 - Community resilience
Areas where communities are galvanising energy into action and the development of Community
Engagement toolkits.
There has been a huge Community response to Covid across the County. There is a large volume
of volunteers assisting in communities and there is an opportunity to build on this now.
Support Cambridgeshire (umbrella organisation supporting the Voluntary and Community Sector
(VCS)) are highlighting the value of existing groups and their energy.
Priority 2 - Priority Areas
Areas for focus are chosen based on data and professional judgement. A highlight of the last year
was the creation of the Data Group. This was set up to assess the quality and effectiveness of the
data being shared and to broaden the types of data used to inform the activities of the CSP.
Areas have been placed into one of 3 categories based on the Data Group’s recommendations:
Emerging - areas where multiple issues are presenting and / or where escalating issues have been
identified
Preventing - growth areas and/or existing communities where vulnerabilities are predicted to be an
issue for the future
Sustaining - areas where work has been / is being done to tackle known issues and where support
is required to improve future resilience.
Strategic Assessment key findings:
Domestic Abuse (DA) - This is a big issue owing to Covid restrictions increasing vulnerabilities. DA
calls are up by 12% in South Cambs in 2020 compared to 2019, although IDVA referrals have not
increased notably. Nationally, the charity sector is showing spikes in calls with a 65% rise in calls
and a 700% increase to website visits - see strategic assessment for DA graphs. Victim data for
2019 showed victims of DA offences were more likely to be aged 25-49.
Violence – There has been an upward trend in violent crime in South Cambs over recent years,
driven by an increase in stalking and harassment offences. This is likely to be linked to changes in
recording practices, however, it may also be partly due to real increases in stalking particularly
virtual offences. This area needs more detailed analysis, which will be brought back to the TCG as
part of the quarterly monitoring of data.
Stalking & harassment – This area is responsible for the majority of growth in crime stats for South
Cambs. This could be due to better reporting or is possibly as a result of more online / virtual
stalking. This area needs more detailed analysis, which will be brought back to the TCG as part of
the quarterly monitoring of data.
Substance Misuse - Overall increase in drug offences in 2020 due to an increase during the first
national lockdown, in line with a national spike. It is believed that a large part of this increase is due
to increased Police activity. Nationally there is concern that increases in substance misuse may be
linked to the financial pressures that have come with Covid - increased unemployment. This is an
emerging issue of concern requiring future work with more analysis to be brought back to the TCG
for discussion around inclusion in the risk assessment process
Acquisitive Crime - These figures are down in relation to vehicle crime and residential burglary,
because people are spending more time at home. We may see changes as restrictions are lifted
although long term changes to home working behaviour may serve to maintain reductions in
burglary.
ASB – This is up 4%. There was a spike in April during the first lockdown, but a large number were
public reports of lockdown breaches so not ASB in the sense we have come to know it, but a new
category added. Figures dropped back down in second lockdown. ASB data is aligning with priority
areas (see below)
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Fire - Deliberate fires are down from a peak in 2018. Lockdown did not lead to an increase in
residential fires. Wards highlighted are covered by the priority areas for the Community Safety
Partnership (see below).
Main Recommendations for priorities:
 Retain both current priorities - when they were adopted, they were considered longer term
priorities. The Covid-19 pandemic has interrupted, and likely will continue to slow, delivery.
o Priority 1: It is recommended that for 2021/22 the Partnership continues to prioritise
a thematic issue in continuing the development of the toolkit within the
Transformation Topic that focuses on communities helping themselves and each
other. This priority can be summarised as Community resilience - Areas where
communities are galvanising energy into action and can share their experiences
with others to tackle issues of local importance.
o Priority 2: It is recommended that priority areas are driven by data and informed by
professional judgement and will be organised under the following headings:
 Emerging - Areas where multiple issues are presenting and/or where
escalating issues have been identified.
 Preventing - Growth areas and/or existing communities where vulnerabilities
are predicted to be an issue for the future.
 Sustaining - Areas where work has been / is being done to tackle known
issues and supported to improve future resilience is provided




Build on changes that have been made to ways of working throughout the year - in
order continuously to enhance effectiveness, for example, through the continued evolution of
the PSG process and improved cross-agency working in accordance with the Think
Communities / Cambridgeshire Local approach.
Gather lessons learnt from the Covid-19 response - and use them to support work under
the community resilience priority. Continue to provide support to communities to help
themselves and others in solving issues of local importance.

Priority areas for 2021/2:
Emerging
Orchard park (Histon & Impington)
Milton & Waterbeach
Fen Ditton & Fulbourn
Preventing
Northstowe (Longstanton)
Sustaining
Cambourne
Discharged
Willingham (formerly Sustaining)
CD - ASB covers a wide range of incidents. Is there any more detail about what ‘ASB’
encompasses? HL – We have not completed a deep dive into that data as yet, but will do so as part
of the quarterly monitoring. We do focus on hotspots to get detail of incidents.
CD - Fulbourn hospital - a particular type of patient visits this hospital and therefore is appearing in
figures as offences which must be reported as crimes, but the reason for this hotspot is well
understood.
HL- We can’t remove these offences from the analysis, but we can understand the nature and use
professional judgement when assessing this specific hotspot.
CD – made the observation that figures are extremely low in South Cambs.
HL - Numbers are low in South Cambs in comparison to the rest of the County. Still a very low crime
area. The priority area assessment process looks at wards in South Cambs with the top 20%
highest recorded crime rate (per 1,000 population) so there will always be wards showing as higher
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risk relative to other wards in the district, but this does not mean crime has gone up.
The Board was asked to agree the priorities for 2021-2022. The recommendation was agreed, and
priorities supported. PR also indicated his support for the recommendations.
Problem Solving Group Update - Sgt Emma Hilson
At the end of last year, we saw a significant drop-off in attendance and participation of partners. This
could have been due to the criteria used, i.e. that cases to be adopted are those that require 3 or
more agencies’ involvement. We conducted a review into the structure and accessibility of the PSG.
After consultation and feedback, we decided to split the PSG into 2 meetings: 1. Adults / 2. Youth &
Families. The aim of this is to make each meeting more relevant for those attending and it is based
on good practice elsewhere. The first Adult PSG meeting was last week and the Youth & Families
one is due to begin soon (Anita Howard and Sally Stephenson are setting this up). Only 1 current
case was presented but as we move forward, we hope for more attendance and participation. We
are also creating placed-based PSGs focussing on the priority areas outlined above. This will either
be done using existing groups in the community and growing them to cover CSP issues (the
preferred option) or by setting up something new.
Anita Howard at County Council is leading on this with her team of Community Connectors who will,
in turn, link in to the SCDC Development Officers and other partners. TOR will be drawn up for each
one and CSP matters (data, trends) will be a standing item on each agenda.
Northstowe Support Partnership – is already in place, has good attendance and is growing well.
Cambourne - is a work in progress – it is not clear which groups in existence should be used for this
purpose.
Orchard Park - in process of re-establishing community networks; there was a group of partners in
place and this has not continued.
Milton and Waterbeach / Fen Ditton and Fulbourn – partner agencies are being identified and
elected members are key to developing these new groups as they understand their communities.
Clare Cook requested that she be included if any of the new PSGs raise any issues in relation to
child exploitation or County Lines connections.
Cllr Bradnam (AB) asked whether members would be advised of issues regarding individuals at
PSG. EH advised individual cases would not be fed back unless there was community impact, but
instead linked back / referred on to community groups or volunteer organisations for assistance. We
would, however, seek member involvement in area based PSGs, both in their development
(provision of contacts, stakeholders etc) and in ongoing attendance.
Action – AH and team to invite local elected members to placed based meetings when in place.

Toolkits:
OPPC microgrants - Kathryn Hawkes
As part of OPCC bid we were keen to ensure there was money available for groups to kickstart local
projects. £8000 in total was assigned to Microgrants and application forms are currently available on
SCDC website. Toolkits are launching later than expected and there has been very little interest so
far. Grants are for between £50 and £500 with decisions on applications being made at the TCG
monthly meetings. An article advertising these grants will be in the Spring South Cambs Magazine
with more Comms articles to come. Alasdair baker at the OPCC has authorised the broadening of
the criteria so that projects relating to any aspect of ‘community resilience’ (especially following the
Covid-19 pandemic) are eligible.
Community Engagement Toolkit - Linda Gallagher
This toolkit is currently being loaded onto the SCDC website and the Comms team are seeking
animation creators for a video and pictures bring the pages to life. Hoping to launch end March.
[Launch date subsequently agreed as 10 May – both toolkits to launch at the same time]
Action- LG to share the web page with Board members and Councillors prior to live launch.
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Gypsy, Roma & Traveller Inclusion Toolkit - Sgt Emma Hilson
This is now in the workshop delivery phase. First workshop last night was very well received with
excellent feedback. After completing GRT Cultural Awareness Training (1st element) as well as
joining the Workshop (2nd element), the Parish can now apply for microgrants (3rd element). The
4th element is the toolkit itself with templates that will go out once all the workshops are completed.
The online cultural awareness Training is hosted on the SCDC website, provided by 'Me learning'
and can be rolled out to unlimited users for next 12 months. Feedback so far is showing that there is
a desire for the roll out of the E-Training further into Parishes.
9 more workshops to run covering all 100+ parishes to ensure are all well-informed before the
travelling season begins. All District Councillors have been contacted directly by EH and or LG and
they have been asked to share with their PC's and encourage involvement. Workshops will have all
been delivered by Easter before the Travelling season begins and we see an increased number of
encampments in South Cambs. Fuller update at next Board.
MF - how can further community groups get involved?
EH - We are currently highlighting the project to key community leaders and those most likely to
have operational engagement with community to ensure that they are on board with the concept.
We will then look at involving the voluntary sector. Suggestions are welcome – please forward to LG
or EH. Unlimited online training for 1 year is an opportunity we should take advantage of.
PR - requested that the ongoing implementation of the GRT Toolkit remains supported by the CSP
Board and its component organisations. He stated that it is of particular importance that the District
Council remains agreed on its stance on the Toolkit and supportive of the approach given its role as
lead partner on the CSP Board and given its duties regarding housing and GRT accommodation /
sites. He added that a considerable amount of officer time has gone into the workshops and the
Toolkit.
CD – said she would take these concerns back to colleagues in Cabinet for their input.
She also explained her understanding was that this was a police-led initiative and requested that we
revisit the minutes of previous meetings to ensure they captured the project correctly.
PR – explained that while police are leading the workshops, the Toolkit project is a CSP project.
AB – Explained that while the District Council has some responsibilities it is not SCDC who leads
when an encampment arrives. Each Parish Council takes action and SCDC assists them. SCDC
and County Council enforcement teams take action as appropriate and Police assist when
necessary. The negotiated stopping plan requires each parish to identify alternative locations that
might be more suitable for Travellers to move onto. This requires buy in from land owners. Parish
Councils don’t generally have land to achieve this and the District Council may not have influence
over a Parish Council.
PR – The District Council is a key stakeholder in Countywide agreement of the policy on GRT
location and Parish Councils may well want to be aligned to the District Council position. There have
been some brave and forward-thinking attitudes from Councillors and others for how they plan to
work with GRT communities in future.
KH - In terms of GRT training and Toolkit, Cllr Bill Handley Lead Member for Community Resilience
and Wellbeing is very supportive of it. The first workshop last night was a great success and it was
clear that the training combined with the workshop had resulted in improved understanding of those
in attendance. Those responsible for making decisions now felt that their decisions might be made
differently, involving people in their communities, rather than calling bailiffs. Enforcement is still an
available option, but this project is about finding a solution via a more collaborative route. The
workshops have been aligned to the 10 x Covid patches. Parishes and key personnel are being
invited personally by phone either through their District Councillor or by EH and then there are follow
up calls and emails from LG, so there is no misunderstanding. It was felt that just sending an email
invitation about unauthorised encampment training was not sufficient. This is relevant to parishes
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with experience of encampments and also to communities who have never experienced an
encampment in their area, so they are prepared. It's about education, engagement and awareness
and preparedness as opposed to Enforcement. Elected member involvement is key to the success
of the Toolkit.
PC – suggested Officers, Police and Councillors to get together outside of this meeting to discuss.
Action - PR/KH to arrange a meeting or alternative discussion outside of this forum with the lead
member and councillors as appropriate.
5

BREAK – 10 mins
Operational Action Plan 2020-21 update – Linda Gallagher
Below are the 8 agreed key areas for CSP activity and a brief update on progress:
Coordinate agency responses to local issues (Problem Solving Group)
Reviewed and refreshed the PSG group based on feedback from partners. Gathered best practice
from Hunts & East Cambs - see PSG update at point 4.
Coordinate, manage and participate in the Community Trigger process:
No Community Triggers registered. See Community Trigger update at point 7.
Domestic Homicide Reviews:
Currently 4 Domestics Homicide Reviews underway in South Cambs. See update at point 7.
Hoarding Project to tackle the causes of hoarding behaviours:
Working with SCDC Housing to pursue the employment of a Mental Health Specialist who we hope
to utilise to assist with Hoarding projects to tackle the root cause of the issue as opposed to house
clearance. £4130 still available with OPCC permission to roll foward.
Communicate with local communities so they can recognise and report incidents or
concerns about: Domestic Abuse (DA); Violence Against Women and Girls (VAWG); Cyber
harassment, particularly young people focussed; Scams, rogue trading & financial fraud;
hoarding; hate crime; modern slavery and exploitation:
Distribution of Violence Against Women & Girls (VAWG) monthly newsletter amongst partners,
social media campaigns throughout Covid relating to Domestic Abuse and SCAMS. Launch of
OPCC grant funding to assist communities to create Community Safety Groups to tackle local
issues. SCAMS half page article in South Cambs Magazine.
Host at least one ‘Community Safety Event’ annually to engage with local people:
10 x patch workshops promoting Gypsy, Roma & Traveller Inclusion with Parish Councillors &
District Councillors.
Agency Successes - captured monthly at TCG meetings:
Scams - Campaign to involve Elected Members to encourage more Parish Councils to sign up to
CAPASP to receive comms direct from the SCAMS team to share with the rest of their community.
Joint SCAMS & Police – An arrest was made after an investigation between SCAMS & Police,
relating to a SCAM that had taken place over a 10 year period involving a loss of £1.7 million by a
South Cambs Resident.
Police: Warrant executed on Meldreth site recovering firearms/drugs/money and RCAT recovered 6
stolen caravans, stolen property and 2 cannabis factories.
South Cambs & Police - Fen Rd Covid Outbreak - great collaboration between Police & SCDC.
AB - advised that Councillors were heavily involved in the Fen Road outbreak and worked with their
community to encourage them to get tested, reassuring them that they wouldn’t catch Covid by
attending the testing centre.
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Improving links between the CSP and relevant countywide delivery groups
-Ongoing monthly CSP T&CG groups including partners from South Cambs, County, Housing,
Police, Fire, Scams and Probation. Refresh the South Cambs PSG group and a communication plan
to engage partner agencies.
-2 new Graduate student Police Officers employed with a sole aim around SCDC problem solving
work. 2-year course involving a series of 100-day projects including partnership work and they will
be trained in OSARA problem solving / action planning model.
-Appointment of 2 Community Connectors employed by County, dedicated to South Cambs to work
on locating and assisting existing Community Groups and encouraging the growth of new local
groups to tackle local issues.
- Attendance ongoing at Community Safety Officers meeting (monthly), Countywide Community
Safety Strategic Board (quarterly), and other meetings relating to CSE, Prevent etc.
6

Budget- Kathryn Hawkes
See budget information in Board documents.
OPCC happy to extend the deadline to all Transformation Topic work to end Sept 2021 as well as
reallocate funds within the bounds of the broader OPCC project - acknowledging delays to delivery
due to Covid. Also funding £4130 rolled forward for Hoarding work (some of this was underspend
and some resulted from income from schools who contributed to the County Lines theatre
productions).
CD - confirmed after attending an OPCC meeting that no funding is available for next year. What
happen with unspent funding? Why 6 months extension?
KH - All CSP's had the same 6-month extension to allow for Covid impact. No information regarding
funding for next financial year yet. If no funding is forthcoming, then we will continue with low cost
activity such as is in the current operational plan – activities which add value to the work of the
individual partners.
Domestic Homicide Reviews expenditure – the funding required for 4 Domestic Homicide Reviews
leaves a deficit of c. £5700. The CSP has requested c. £956 per partner to cover this shortfall.
The County Council is managing a pooled fund for DHRs from 1 April 2021. Partners are
contributing but this has also been declined by probation (a national decision) and the CCG (a local
decision).
Future DHRs will be funded from this pooled fund and commissioned centrally using a pool of
recommended chairs, each with specialisms. There is a need for ongoing lobbying of the Home
Office for future funding.
AB - asked who do Councillors need to lobby at County Council to get movement from CCG?
VC - County is already lobbying the CCG.
CD - This is the third discussion about funding for DHR at the Board. We agreed to lobby Home
Office and advise the issues we are facing. Can we lobby home office with other CSPs & Districts?
VC – This was discussed but it is felt that the Home Office are more than aware of the issue. VC sat
on a Quality Assurance Panel at the HO and it was repeatedly raised an issue that was resulting in
sub-standard reports coming from cheaper authors. Through the DHR network, the Home Office
are repeatedly getting the consistent message that this statutory function must be funded. They are
being asked to fund DHR's in the same way as child death reviews are funded. It is unclear why
they are not responding.
SS - Stuart soon to be meeting with Rob Hill and offer support in lobbying HO. SS raised concerns
that partners will not have funding to contribute going forward as the pressures on partners’ budgets
are increasing.
Action- CD & AB to follow up with Local Government Association (LGA) regarding DHR funding
from Home Office
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Action - LG to send Clare Cook theatre production info re County Lines.
7

DHR update - Kathryn Hawkes
DHR 1 - Submitted to the Home Office last year. The action plan is now complete - it was agreed not
to wait for Home Office response before progressing the plan.
DHR2 - Presented at last Board by Liz Hanlon and we now have an action plan from Author, which
needs to be agreed by Panel partners.
DHR3 - Inaugural panel meeting has taken place and divided up actions with panel members - next
meeting is 25 March.
DHR4 - Next week is the inaugural meeting.
Community Trigger- Lesley Beevers
LB attended the Local Government Association webinar and is now linking in with ASB Help
regarding their template Policy & Procedures so we can update our own protocols and website
information. This will also include a summary of what someone must have gone through to use the
Community Trigger process and what happen when they ‘pull’ the Trigger. Timescales are
dependent on ASB Help - LB has requested their documentation and it is currently sitting with their
CEO to be finalised. LB also looking at a reciprocal agreement where we can support another
Authority and vice versa as an independent body to review their Triggers. We will follow their advice
as to whether we can work with other Cambridgeshire Authorities on this or if we must go further
afield.
CD - Difficult for elected members to understand what the 'Community Trigger' is and how it works.
Can it be given a more self-explanatory name as well as information about when it’s used, what for,
how important it is and when it comes into effect?
LB – The official name is 'Anti-Social Behaviour case review' and our website will be more
explanatory and clearer.
AB - Needs to be clear what the words mean and 'Anti-Social Behaviour case review' tells you what
is happening.
Action- LB to update at next Board meeting in Oct 2021.
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RCAT- Sgt Emma Hilson
The data within this update will not be comparable to the October RCAT update as there are 2
seasons: coursing season and non-coursing season. There is a lot more proactive work in noncoursing season.
In 2020 there were 1221 confirmed coursing incidents, this is significantly lower than 2019 and so
far in 2021 we are over 20% down on the same period last year.
Force-wide statistics for the coursing season (1st September 2020 to 1st March 2021)
158 dispersals issued

74 vehicles seized

132 community protection warnings issued

16 community protection notices issued

24 prosecutions

4 Criminal Behaviour Orders obtained at court pertaining to Hare coursing offenders

We have seen a decrease in South Cambs in hare coursing, but it will always be challenging to get
area-specific data due the cross-border nature of the work.
CD – My question is to clarify that the statistics cover the whole of Cambridgeshire as the nature of
coursing is such that it crosses borders and the RCAT team is a force-wide resource?
EH – Yes, the above statistics relate to the whole of Cambridgeshire. However other crime types
managed by the RCAT team will already feature in the previous data sets so have not been included
to avoid duplication e.g. tractor theft- this is included in Harriet's statistics.
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Figures are based on calls recorded. Hare coursing happens in a clear season, but it can still vary
all year round due to new farming techniques and crop rotation.
HW - lots of proactive work has been done in The Mordens ward by blocking entrances but more
work required rather than digging up verges.
Action - Sgt Emma Hilson to signpost Cllr Heather Williams to the RCAT team.
9

Domestic Abuse Strategy Update: 2019-2021- Vickie Crompton
This work now comes under the broader heading of VAWG (Violence Against Women and Girls).
Girls are disproportionally harmed but men/boys can also be victims of abuse. There has been a
19% increase over last year and there is a sense that victims are waiting longer before reporting to
Police.
During the first lockdown there was a drop-in demand for services. After lockdown there was a huge
increase in demand, so we are expecting same as we come out of this lockdown.
The aims of the Domestic Abuse Strategy:
- To work to prevent people becoming offenders of DA and reducing victimisation by challenging the
attitudes and behaviours which foster it.
- To reduce the risk to victims and interventions to prevent abuse from continuing, recurring or
escalating
- To ensure that perpetrators are appropriately pursued and challenged
- Through a joint commissioning approach, we will ensure all victims have access to appropriate and
proportionate outcome-focused support.
County (Tier 1) have been given funding of £1.6 million. SCDC (Tier 2) was awarded approximately
£35k. The duty of the District Authority is to cooperate with Tier 1 and a Needs Assessment and
Strategy is due by August (although this may alter as the documentation has not yet been issued).
The focus of the requirement at District Authority level is to improve services in terms of safe
accommodation. This money should be spent in the realm of Domestic Abuse – such as improving
the Council’s response to DA. It is SCDC money and not CSP.
South Cambs are currently going through the DAHA accreditation led by Housing therefore funding
maybe spent on funding a project that comes from this accreditation.
CD- How will a homeless/DA victim be recorded crossing border. How would that be reported?
VC- Via housing needs assessment report and cross border agency working.
AB Can we be sure the money goes on front line work and not lots of meetings.
VC- We are committed to ensuring the money will be going to ensure as much front line delivery as
possible.
FE- In Probation, we have single points of contact and manage risk presented by Domestic Abuse
perpetrators, and we work with partners. We have link workers who also work with victims to monitor
and manage risks in relation to restraining orders.
The Perpetrator Panel is vital to enrich information about our risky perpetrators and very beneficial.
It includes a plan for people leaving prison and is very positive.
FE- Agrees and their part in this process is important. They are trained for 3 years in recognising
manipulation by perpetrators. Panels help partners to input into their assessment.
KH- Completed “Co-ordinated Community Response” training produced and delivered by a charity
called Standing Together. Does IRIS training program (identifying DA specifically in primary health
sector) exist in Cambridgeshire to help GPs identify DA in patients?
VC- We have a Health IDVA in Addenbrookes maternity services and A&E with principles of IRIS in
that role. We are planning to recruit two IDVAs to link in with primary care.
KH- Most issues arising from DHRs relate to GP/health sector
VC- Strong relationship with colleagues in substance abuse and lots of work happening. Links in
with health services is top of my list of next things to look at. During the needs assessment we can
dig into this topic.
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Action- LG to share VC presentation with Board
Action- LG to send Child & Adolescent to Parent Violence and Abuse presentation to Board
AOB:
Next Board Meeting
Action- LG to poll members for October Board Meeting date

Actions:
Invite Cllrs to community place-based meetings when in place.

Anita Howard

LG to share the Community Engagement web page with Board members
and Councillors prior to live launch

Linda Gallagher

PR/KH to arrange meeting outside of this forum with Cabinet regarding
Gypsy, Roma & Traveller Toolkit support

Chief Insp Paul Rogerson
& Kathryn Hawkes.

CD & AB to follow up with Local Government Association (LGA) regarding
lobbying Home Office for Domestic Homicide Review Funding

Cllr Claire Daunton & Cllr
Anna Bradnam

LG to send Clare Cook theatre production info

Linda Gallagher

LB to update at October Board regarding Trigger process and website
update

Lesley Beevers

Sgt Emma Hilson to signpost Cllr Heather Williams to RCAT team.

Sgt Emma Hilson

LG to share VC Domestic Abuse Strategy presentation with Board

Linda Gallagher

LG to send Child & Adolescent to Parent Violence and Abuse presentation
to Board
LG to Poll members for next October Board Meeting date

Linda Gallagher
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Linda Gallagher

